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ROME Sunbed PABs

DIMENSIONS
Height: 32 cm
Width: 80 cm
Depth: 200 cm

Maximum comfort
The Rome Sunbed has a wider frame
than other sunbeds on the market. This
makes it possible for the customer to have
maximum comfort or even snuggle up
two people closely together on those late
summer nights enjoying the sunset.

ATPŪTAS
ZVILNIS

Dust Cover
Every Sunbed is delivered with a protection
cover included. The cover has a slot in
each side so it fits perfectly with or without
armrests added. The cover gives the
customer the experience of buying a highend product, and ensures a longer lifetime of
the Sunbed if used.

Armrest
The sunbed has the possibility of adding
one or two armrests. The armrests adds
comfort and can be placed either on the
left or right side giving the customer a
lot of flexibility. The wood on the armrest
brings warmth to the otherwise cleancut design.

COLOUR
Material: light grey outdoor fabric
Leg: antracite grey burnished steel

Design
The strict lines and clean
combined with great com
back makes the sunbed
garden, poolside or terra
but very flexible concept
as part of the Rome Out
a standalone product.

Armrest: eucalyptus
KEY FEATURES
High resistance fabric for all weather use
Adjustable
Back
Aluminium base ensures durability
in
Rome Sunbed has an adjustable back
with the possibility of three different
all weather
FINISH
Leg: powder coated

Water Resistant
Rome outdoor fabric is 100% PP material. The fabric
has been heated up to 135˚ in the weaving process and
the stitches are specially developed to prevent water
from penetrating making the fabric water and sunlight
MATERIALS
resistant to some degree, but not entirely, enabling the
Seat: foam/polyester/solid
eucalyptus
product to stay
beautiful for a long time.

positions. This gives the perfect back
support when relaxing, reading a book
or just enjoying the sun.

Matching Collecti
The Sunbed is a pa
Outdoor Collection
a modular sofa and
This gives the custo
to create a calm an
the terrace or patio

